ABSTRACT

**Background:** Dentist and dental students are facing problems while and after using the PPE.

**Objectives:** To analyse and provide a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the problems facing dentist and dental students while and after using the PPE.

**Methodology:** It is a descriptive study which includes demographic details of the individuals and 25 questions regarding the problems faced by dental professionals, Post Graduates and Interns due to the use of PPE while performing the procedure and after achieving the procedure. Those who will acknowledge being part of the study will be sent an interface to the survey, either through e-mail or whatsapp mobile application. The submission shape will be kept open for a period of 30 days.

*Corresponding author: E-mail: vaishnav.kalbhut17@gmail.com;*
Expected Results: The expected results of this study will determine the difficulties encountered by Dentist, Postgraduates and Interns while and after using the PPE kits.

Conclusion: An observational based study in which we have to identify problems while and after using the PPE.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In late December 2019, records of a cluster of intense respiratory illness developed from the city of Wuhan, Hubei Area, China [1,2]. By January 2020, the condition presently known as COVID-19, ascribed to the serious intense respiratory disorder coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), had spread quickly from Wuhan to other regions [3]. The infection accomplishes passage through the mucous layers and the most courses of transmission incorporate: droplets and aerosols contaminated with infections, or touch on the skin, surfaces or other objects with sullied fomites [4,5,6]. The infection can live for hours to days on diverse surfaces, depending on the conditions, and for up to 3 hours in aerosolized beads, making it imperative to utilize individual defensive gear (PPE) whereas treating contaminated patients [5,6,7]. In addition to permitting them to supply patients with ideal treatment, PPE ensures wellbeing of HCP from contamination and diminishes exposure chance.

The PPE suggested by the CDC incorporates: N95 masks/respirator, eye assurance, gloves, and gowns [6,8]. The PPE must be appropriately worn and doffed for legitimate contamination control. Sometime recently utilization, the N95 respiratory fit test should be performed to approve the right estimate and seal and facial hair ought to be shaved [6,9]. In expansion, the glove sleeves should be amplified and the outfit sleeve covered [9]. Pathogens can be exchanged when doffing PPE, invalidating the protective work of the hardware. In either grouping, prepare, or method, a ponder watching doffing hones found 90% to be off base. Incorrect evacuation of the outfit, touching non-sterile surfaces, and not utilizing the mask is a foremost common faults observed [10]. Doffing the gloves, covers, or outfit disgracefully might be a infringement of biosafety and lead to contamination [9]. To secure the head, eyes, confront, nose, mouth, hands, feet and other parts of the body, it is necessary to carefully select the suitable PPE in order to give assurance and act as an compelling obstruction between dental experts and contaminants such as blood, body liquids, respiratory discharges, and aerosols. To guarantee that the PPE are legitimately utilized and satisfactory security is gotten, appropriate direction, preparing, and supervision are required. The word PPE has ended up well known on the Google search engine with the approach of this interesting challenge confronted by dental experts around the world [11].

Globally, when encompassing temperature control offices such as centralized air conditioners are blocked off or are closed down for fear of spreading the disease, customers have too found wearing the PPE obnoxious when working, more so within the summer. In expansion to diminished contact affectability and decreased vision due to the collection of water vapors with their utilize on the eye goggles, and the utilize of air rotors/scalers to perform specific procedures such as scaling, tooth preparation, RCT, etc. Although wearing the PPE, users have often found verbal contact difficult. Issues relating to the use of PPE on a worldwide scale and still a need of authentic writing on the subject in India. Subsequently, there’s a need to analyze and give a subjective and quantitative examination of the issues confronting dental specialist and dental understudies before and after utilizing the PPE. There is scarcity of data in the Vidarbha region which could analyze the difficulties encountered by Dentist, Post Graduates and Interns while and after using the PPE kits.

1.1 Objectives

1. Evaluation of problems faced by the health professionals wearing PPE during procedures performed through questionnaire.
2. Evaluation of problems faced by health Professionals after removal of PPE through questionnaire.
3. Collate and analyse the correlation of problems faced by dental professionals, postgraduates and interns while and after performing procedure with PPE through questionnaire.
4. Assessment of work efficiency through questionnaire.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study will be conducted within Vidarbha region which has two divisions (Nagpur Division and Amravati Division). Two colleges from each division will be selected that will include Dental Professionals, Post Graduates and Interns. There were no set of rules accessible to calculate the target test estimate for this survey, and an estimation might not be done as there was no past study of a comparative kind accessible within the literature. It could be a clear questionnaire which incorporates statistic subtle elements of the people and 25 questions with respect to the issues confronted by dental professionals, Post Graduates and Interns due to the utilize of individual protective equipment whereas and after performing the procedure.

2.1 Inclusion Criteria

Those Dental Professionals, Post Graduates and Interns who are willing to fill the questionnaire and who use PPE while performing the procedures.

2.2 Exclusion Criteria

Those Dental Experts, post graduates and Interns who are not willing to fill the questionnaire and who are not utilizing PPE while performing the procedures.

An E-questionnaire will be prepared for the survey. Internal consistency of the survey will be approved by keeping a range of discrete choices and having a basic YES/NO format. Score (1) will be given to YES alternative and Score (2) will be given to NO choice. Substance approval and develop approval of the survey will be done by the Institute Head’s. Inter-rater reliability will be guaranteed by allowing the respondents to fill within the surveys by themselves and keeping the questions simple. Those who will acknowledge being part of the study will be sent an interface to the survey, either through e-mail or whatsapp mobile application. The submission shape will be kept open for a period of 30 days.

Sample size is determined using the following formula:
\[
n = \frac{z^2 \times p \times (1-p)}{d^2}
\]

where,

- \( p \) = previous expected values = 0.8
- \( d \) = desired Margin of error = 0.05
- \( Z_{1-\alpha/2} \) = confidence interval of 95%, \( Z = 1.96 \)

With above mentioned calculation, sample size determination by PASS , power analysis sample size software , mis 250 considering the non respondents. The total minimum sample size with 95% of confidence interval. Total sample size calculated to be 250.

3. DISCUSSION

K J Davies, A M Herbert, D Westmoreland, J Bagg conducted a Sero epidemiological ponder of respiratory infection diseases among dental specialists Sera were collected from 50 practising dental specialists and 50 control subjects coordinated for age (+/- 1 year) and sex. Each member completed a survey counting individual points of interest and, within the case of dental practitioners, data relating to defensive work-wear and other cross-infection control measures utilized inside the surgery. The sera were inspected by complement obsession tests for antibodies to influenza A, influenza B, respiratory syncytial infection and adenovirus. The dental group had a essentially hoisted predominance of antibodies to influenza A (\( P = 0.01 \)), influenza B (\( P < 0.001 \)) and respiratory syncytial infection (\( P = 0.001 \)) compared with the controls. More dental specialists than controls too carried antibodies to adenoviruses [12].

Mustafa ÖztürkÖzce ErdemKılıç conducted an e-mail based self-report survey was sent to dental specialists amid 2002. 574 dental practitioners matured 22–69 a long time reacted. 36 questionnaires were not included within the comes about. The comes about of the show consider show that a tall extent of more youthful dental specialist respondents are utilizing individual defensive hardware in understanding with rules. More dental practitioners utilize PPE for high-risk patients.

C. Moritz, Susan C. Bleasdale, Rachael M. Jones conducted study on Respiratory diseases on person protective equip and bodies of
healthcare pros in which a add up to of 59 HCWs concurred to have their PPE, clothing, and/or skin swabbed for disease estimation. In which they found that healthcare masters are routinely sullied with respiratory contaminations after diligent care, illustrating the got to ensure that HCWs add up to hand cleanliness and utilize other PPE to maintain a strategic distance from dispersal of disease to other ranges of the clinic. Adjusting self-contact hones may reduce the chances of contamination on HCWs [13].

Sai Saran, Mohan Gurjar and Atul Garg conducted a study on, recognizing and implementing procedures to diminish the hazard of self-contamination of wellbeing care laborers caused by doffing of individual defensive hardware amid the COVID-19 widespread. They found that there’s a have to be diminish the chances of disease among HCWs are of most extreme need in any wellbeing care office, particularly within the time of the progressing COVID-19 widespread, in expansion to existing disease control measures, there’s an pressing require for the joining of different later data and headways relating to structure (physical space, discuss dealing with, and BMW transfer) and handle (human conduct, convention compliance) to diminish self-contamination of HCWs amid the doffing of PPE [14].

GC Nimbulkar, KG Chhabra, S Deolia, B Unnikrishnan published a review article about the how public health dental professional can be helpful in pandemic situation like covid-19 with the minimal investment of time and resources, which requires the deployment of an existing skilled workforce. These dentists have administrative capabilities and can work in coherence with the community and other health professionals [15].

Aditya Patel, Shraddha Patel, Punit Fulzele, Swapnil Mohod, Kumar Gaurav Chhabra in there review article showed the importance of quarantine how the countries used quarantine protocol to reduce the infection rate [16].

A Vashisth, G Nimbulkar, KG Chhabra, A Reche, S Lanjewar in there review gathered and compile the information about the covid-19 virus strain and human body was not able to develop immunity against this strain of virus [17].

4. CONCLUSION

Through this observational study we will evaluate the problems faced by the dental professional, postgraduates inters while and after using the PPE while performing the procedure and also evaluate the work efficiency
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